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Cytokinesis — the division of a cell into two daughter cells — is a key
step in cell growth and proliferation. It typically occurs in synchrony
with the cell cycle to ensure that a complete copy of the genetic in-
formation is passed on to the next generation of daughter cells. In
animal cells, cytokinesis commonly relies on an actomyosin contrac-
tile ring that drives equatorial furrowing and separation into the two
daughter cells. However, also contractile ring-independent forms of
cell division are known that depend on substrate-mediated traction
forces. Here, we report evidence of a novel type of contractile ring-
independent cytokinesis that we termed wave-mediated cytofission.
It is driven by self-organized cortical actin waves that travel across
the ventral membrane of oversized, multinucleated Dictyostelium dis-
coideum cells. Upon collision with the cell border, waves may initiate
the formation of protrusions that elongate and eventually pinch off
to form separate daughter cells. They are composed of a stable elon-
gated wave segment that is enclosed by a cell membrane and moves
in a highly persistent fashion. We rationalize our observations based
on a noisy excitable reaction-diffusion model in combination with a
dynamic phase field to account for the cell shape and demonstrate
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Among the most fundamental functions of living cells is1 their ability to grow and divide. As part of the cell cy-2
cle, cell division is tightly orchestrated with replication of3
the genetic material and distribution of the cellular content4
among the two daughter cells. The mechanical forces that5
are required to complete the division process are generated6
by complex functional structures, such as the mitotic spin-7
dle and the actomyosin contractile ring that are operated in8
conjunction with cell cycle dependent signaling pathways (1).9
However, cells may also undergo a more primitive, contrac-10
tile ring-independent cytofission that depends on substrate-11
mediated traction forces and relies on the formation of multiple12
amoeboid leading edges that tear the cell apart (2, 3). This13
form of traction-mediated cytofission was first observed in14
Dictyostelium discoideum cells that are deficient in myosin II15
and form oversized, multinucleate cells in suspension (4–6).16
Later, it was recognized that traction-mediated cytofission is17
evolutionary conserved in human cells, where it serves as a18
mechanism to maintain genomic integrity after failed cytoki-19
nesis (7).20
Here we show evidence for a new form of contractile ring-21
independent cytofission, where the division into daughter cells22
is driven by self-organized cortical actin waves. Similar to23
traditional traction-mediated cytofission, wave-mediated fis-24
sion occurs in oversized multinucleate D. discoideum cells that25
we generated by electric-pulse-induced cell fusion (8, 9). The26
structure and dynamics of actin waves in D. discoideum are27
well investigated (10–13). They move across the substrate-28
attached membrane of the cell (basal waves) and show hall- 29
marks of an excitable system (14–16). Most previous studies 30
of actin waves in D. discoideum were carried out in axenic 31
strains, which have been adapted for growth in liquid suspen- 32
sion and thus accumulated mutations that enable a lifestyle 33
relying on macropinocytosis. In particular, all axenic strains 34
share deletions in the axeB gene encoding a homologue of 35
the human RasGAP Neurofibromin (NF1) that controls the 36
size of macropinocytic cups (17). The loss of NF1 results in 37
increased Ras activity and was identified as a well-defined 38
genetic switch that pushes the systems from a quiescent into 39
a wave-forming regime (18). However, common axenic strains 40
contain additional, so far uncharacterized mutations that are 41
essential for efficient growth in liquid media (17). Given the 42
close connection between actin waves and macropinocytosis, 43
these mutations may additionally impact the wave dynamics 44
in axenic cells. For the present study, we therefore decided 45
to use the non-axenic D. discoideum wild-type strain DdB, 46
a clone of the original wild-type field isolate, which is the 47
progenitor of most axenic lab strains used today (19). A single 48
knockout of NF1 in the DdB background induces abundant 49
wave formation and thus provides a well-defined system to 50
study the interactions of cortical actin waves with the cell 51
border in a systematic fashion (18). 52
Our experiments reveal that upon collision with the cell 53
border, basal actin waves may drive the formation of daughter 54
cells that display an elongated shape and move in a highly 55
persistent fashion. A phase field model for the cell shape in 56
combination with a generic nonlinear reaction-diffusion system 57
that mimics intracellular wave formation recovers this regime 58
of wave-mediated cytofission. It predicts a well-controlled 59
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Fig. 1. Wave-mediated cytofission. (A) Electrofused DdB
wild-type (wt) cell expressing Lifeact-GFP. Only F-actin foci
and occasional transient F-actin patches (indicated by a
yellow arrow) occurred at the surface attached cortex. A
kymograph of the Lifeact-GFP signal is shown on the right-
hand side, displaying the time evolution for 500 seconds
(1 s/frame) along the magenta line shown in the Lifeact-
GFP image. (B) Electrofused DdB NF1 KO cell expressing
Lifeact-GFP. Several traveling actin waves are present in
this cell. A kymograph of the Lifeact-GFP signal is shown
on the righ-hand side, displaying the time evolution for
500 s (3 s/frame) along the light blue line shown in the
Lifeact-GFP image. (C) Time series of a wave-mediated
fission event. The first row shows confocal fluorescence
images. In the second row, the corresponding bright field
images are shown. The shape of the cell border and
of the wave which drives the fission event are depicted
by white and green dotted lines, respectively. The field
of view in the last frame (873 s) is shifted to the right
because the cell moved out of the original frame. As an
orientation, a dashed orange line is displayed at a fixed
position with respect to the lab frame. The direction of
wave propagation is indicated by cyan arrows in the first
bright field image. (D) Daughter fragment of a DdB NF1
KO cell expressing Lifeact-GFP and PHcrac-RFP, blue
arrows indicating its direction of motion. The Profile of
the fluorescence intensities along the yellow dotted box is
shown in (E). (F) Outline of the daughter fragment shown
in (D) over 320 s with 40 s intervals. (G) Centroid tracks of
fan-shaped daughter fragments that emerged from wave-
mediated cytofission events and (H) amoeboid control cells
(vegetative not fused DdB NF1 KO cells). Each plot shows
10 cell tracks over 10 min with 12 s per time point. The
mean speed and directionality of the daughter fragments
in (G) are 7.1±1.7 µm/min and 0.83±0.09, respectively.
The mean speed and directionality of the amoeboid cells
in (H) are 4.0±1.2 µm/min and 0.12±0.06, respectively.
The cell outline in (A), (B), and (C) is indicated by a dashed
yellow line. Circles with a radius of 25 µm and 50 µm are
shown in (G) and (H). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
range of sizes of the daughter cells that we confirmed in our60
experiments.61
Results62
Ras signaling intensity controls wave formation in giant cells.63
To study the impact of actin waves on cell shape dynamics and64
division, we compared giant cells obtained by fusing DdB non-65
axenic wild-type cells with giant cells that exhibit increased66
Ras activity, generated by fusing DdB cells deficient in the67
RasGAP NF1, see Fig. 1. In the giant DdB wild-type cells, no68
cortical actin waves were observed, similar to earlier recordings69
of normal-sized DdB cells (18). Actin foci and occasional bursts70
of short-lived actin patches dominated the dynamics at the71
bottom membrane, see Fig. 1A and Movie S1. Eventually,72
these cells form multiple amoeboid leading edges that move73
apart and induce the well-known process of traction-mediated74
cytofission (2, 4, 5), resulting in amoeboid daughter cells, see75
SI Appendix, Fig. S1.76
In contrast, giant cells with increased Ras activity, obtained77
by fusing DdB NF1 knockout (KO) cells, displayed abundant78
wave patterns, as expected from previous results in normal- 79
sized cells (18). These waves showed similar properties to 80
those observed before in giant cells that were obtained by 81
fusing axenic wild-type cells (15), see SI Appendix, Fig. S2. 82
They traveled across the substrate-attached bottom membrane 83
and induced strong deformations of the cell-substrate contact 84
area as shown in Fig. 1B and Movie S2. 85
Basal actin waves drive a novel type of cell fission. Upon col- 86
lision with the cell border, basal waves push the membrane 87
outward. In agreement with earlier reports (15), we regu- 88
larly observed that such collisions led to extinctions of the 89
traveling wave (see SI Appendix, Fig. S2D and Movie S2). 90
However, waves may also drive the formation of more pro- 91
nounced membrane protrusions that eventually pinch off to 92
form an independent daughter cell, as shown in Movie S3. 93
A detailed view of the individual steps of this process 94
can be seen in Fig. 1C, where a persistently moving wave 95
segment collides with the cell border and pushes the membrane 96
forward. Behind the protruding wave, the connection to the 97
main cell body gradually narrows until a thin cytoplasmic 98
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strand is formed that eventually ruptures. In contrast to99
traditional traction-mediated cytofission, where actin waves100
are absent and the division process is driven by pseudopod101
based motion (see (2) and SI Appendix, Fig. S1), the traction102
forces required to complete a wave-mediated cytofission are103
provided by the propagating actin wave. This becomes obvious104
when disintegrating the wave by addition of the PI3K inhibitor105
LY294002 before a wave-mediated cytofission is completed.106
In SI Appendix, Fig. S3 two examples are shown, where,107
upon extinction of the actin wave, a protruding cell front108
collapses (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A and Movie S4) and a wave-109
driven segment that has almost detached from its mother cell110
reverts to pseudopod-driven motility (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B111
and Movie S5). While wave-mediated cytofission is sensitive112
to PI3K inhibitor treatment, traditional traction-mediated113
cytofission is not affected. In SI Appendix, Fig S4 there are114
two examples of traction-mediated cytofission after addition115
of LY294002 (i) to a giant DdB NF1 knockout cell which was116
in the wave-forming regime (SI Appendix, Fig S4A and Movie117
S6) and (ii) to a giant DdB wild-type cell (SI Appendix, Fig118
S4B and Movie S7).119
The daughter cells that emerge from wave-mediated cytofis-120
sion consist of the driving wave segment that is now entirely121
enclosed by plasma membrane and retains an inner area rich122
in PIP3 and F-actin enclosed by a ring of high F-acin concen-123
tration, see Fig. 1D and E. In giant cells, where enhanced Ras124
activity due to loss of NF1 results in abundant wave formation,125
wave-driven divisions are the dominant route of cytofission126
that leads to complete disintegration of the giant mother cell127
within a few hours.128
Daughter cells originating from wave-mediated fission are129
fan-shaped. In contrast to the amoeboid daughter cells that130
result from traction-mediated cytofission of giant wild-type131
cells, the fragments that are born in a wave-mediated fission132
event maintain a stable elongated shape and move in a highly133
persistent manner, see Figs. 1F and G. At their leading edge,134
they frequently show localized protrusions, see SI Appendix,135
Fig. S5A-B and Movie S3 for an example. However, our136
data suggests that the wave segment that covers most of the137
substrate-attached membrane, is driving the motility of these138
cells, as the protrusions are usually overrun by the propagat-139
ing wave or retract without contributing to the movement.140
This is in accordance with earlier findings which showed that141
chemotaxis induced protrusions can be overridden by actin142
waves (20).143
Furthermore, annihilation of the wave by treatment with144
the PI3K inhibitor LY294002, instantaneously reverts motility145
of the fragments to the amoeboid type, see SI Appendix,146
Fig. S5C and Movie S8, similar to the inhibitor treatment147
of incomplete fission events described above (SI Appendix,148
Fig S3B and Movie S5). Also, the speed of propagation of149
the daughter cells (7.3 ± 1.9 µm/min) is comparable to the150
speed of basal waves in the inner part of oversized giant cells151
before collision with the cell border (5.8 ± 2.0 µm/min), see152
SI Appendix, Fig. S6A. Overall, the wave-driven daughter cells153
closely resemble cells that have previously been termed “fan-154
shaped” and were observed as a consequence of the knockout of155
amiB (a gene with a function in aggregation under starvation),156
under conditions of artificially induced low PIP2 or high RasC157
or Rap1 activity levels, and recently also in axenic wild-type158
strains, when developed at very low cell densities (21–23).159
Note that a switch from the common amoeboid phenotype 160
(see Fig. 1H) to the fan-shaped phenotype is also observed 161
in single DdB NF1 KO cells in the course of development 162
without prior fusion, for more details see also the Materials 163
and Methods Section of the Supplementary Information. These 164
fan-shaped cells move at a comparable speed and with similar 165
persistence as the fragments emerging from wave-mediated 166
cytofission, see SI Appendix, Fig. S6. 167
A generic reaction-diffusion model recovers the regime of 168
cortical wave formation. To rationalize our experimental find- 169
ings, we introduced a mathematical model that allowed us 170
to explore the interplay of intracellular waves and cell shape 171
dynamics in a systematic fashion. Instead of a detailed mech- 172
anistic model, we concentrated on a generic wave-forming 173
reaction-diffusion system for the intracellular dynamics. 174
The structure of the model is schematically illustrated 175
in Fig. 2A. Intracellular waves are generated by noisy 176
bistable/excitable kinetics with additional mass control to 177
account for intracellular regulation of the amount of u around 178
a constant level. Typical cell front markers, such as active Ras, 179
PIP3, and Arp2/3 that are localized in the inner part of basal 180
actin waves, are represented by elevated values of a lumped 181
activator variable u. Conversely, regions in the non-excited, 182
resting state that are characterized by markers of the cell back, 183
such as PIP2, myosin II, and cortexillin, correspond to low 184
values of u. For a detailed presentation of the model equations, 185
see the Supplementary Information. 186
Key parameters of the model are the maximal activator 187
level u0 reached during an excitation (wave amplitude) and 188
the parameter b that couples the evolution of activator and in- 189
hibitor concentrations. It allows for a tuning between different 190
dynamical regimes of the model. The parameter a(u) dynami- 191
cally changes the unstable fixed point of the activator-inhibitor 192
system (see the nullclines in Fig. 2B), thereby controlling the 193
threshold for excitations. Figures 2 C-E and Movies S9-11 194
show numerical simulations in a fixed, circular domain that 195
differ only in the values of the parameters u0 and b. For low 196
values of u0 (0.5) only short-lived, spatially restricted patches 197
of the activator are generated (Fig. 2 C and Movie S9), cor- 198
responding to our experimental observations in giant DdB 199
wild-type cells, where the formation of waves is suppressed by 200
high levels of the RasGAP NF1 (Fig. 1A). 201
In contrast, for high values of u0 (1.0) propagating waves 202
are generated that display different dynamics depending on 203
the choice of the coupling parameter b. If b is small (0.05), 204
the system displays bistable behavior, where activated regions 205
of high u concentration form meandering patches that split 206
and coalesce (Fig. 2D and Movie S10). With growing val- 207
ues of b (0.2), the dynamics is shifted towards an excitable 208
regime. Here, regions of increased u eventually form travel- 209
ing waves that mutually annihilate upon collision and may 210
even display rotating spiral cores (see Fig. 2E and Movie S11). 211
This corresponds to the wave dynamics observed in exper- 212
iments with NF1 knockout cells, where variability between 213
different recordings ranges from bistable to excitable features. 214
Excitable wave dynamics have been extensively analyzed in 215
giant D. discoideum cells before (15, 16, 20, 24, 25). In the 216
following, we will focus on the less studied bistable regime. 217
In combination with a dynamical phase field to model the cell 218
shape, a regime of wave-mediated cytofission is recovered. 219
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Fig. 2. Simulations of wave dynamics in giant cells.
(A) Schematic representation of a generic activator-
inhibitor model of wave dynamics. The activator concentra-
tion u is influenced by stochastic noise (ζ) and the maximal
local levels of u are set by u0. Coupling of u to the inhibitor
v is controlled by the parameter b, which allows us to tune
the system dynamics from a predominantly excitable to
a bistable regime. A global constraint defining the total
amount of u is implemented by a dynamically changing
u-dependent parameter a, see Eq. (4). (B) Nullclines of
the activator-inhibitor model Eqs. (1)-(2) for different values
of a and b. For low total concentrations of u the dynamic
change in a shifts the nullclines, so that small fluctuations
trigger increased wave activity. Decreasing b decouples
the activator u from the inhibitor v, which drives the sys-
tem into a bistable regime. (C), (D), and (E) Snapshots
of simulations for different parameter values of u0 and b
as indicated above the images. The signal intensity of the
green channel is proportional to the concentration of u. In
the red channel, the steepness of the local gradient of u
is displayed to visualize the noise. In all cases, the last
time points of simulations with fixed, circular boundaries
are shown. On the right-hand side of each image, a kymo-
graph is displayed, taken along the white, dashed line in
the respective image. The corresponding supplementary
movies are Movies S9-S11, respectively. (F) Time-series
of a simulation with the same parameter values as in (D),
but with dynamically changing boundaries, showing wave-
mediated cytofission. (G) Outline of the resulting daughter
fragment over 320 s. (H) Centroid tracks of simulated fan-
shaped fragments after cytofission from a giant cell with
u0 = 1, b = 0.05, and p = 0.25. (I) Centroid tracks
of simulated amoeboid single cells for comparison (for the
choice of parameters, see the section on cell morphody-
namics and pinch-off in the Supplementary Information).
Each plot shows 10 tracks of simulated cells over 10 min
with 12 s per time point. The mean speed and directionality
of the daughter fragments in (H) are 4.0±0.6 µm/min and
0.97±0.05, respectively. The mean speed and direction-
ality of the amoeboid cells (I) are 3.6±0.2 µm/min and
0.18±0.06, respectively. The outline of the cells in (C), (D),
(E), and (F) is indicated by a dashed yellow line. Circles
with a radius of 25 µm and 50 µm are shown in (H) and (I).
All scale bars represent 10 µm.
To account for the changing cell shape, we rely on a dynamic220
phase field that is coupled to the reaction-diffusion system221
following the method developed by Shao et al. (26). Defor-222
mations of the cell shape are driven by an active stress α223
that represents the protrusive forces of the actin cytoskele-224
ton. It pushes the cell boundary outward depending on the225
local activator concentration u. Together with the restoring226
forces that result from surface tension and volume conserva-227
tion, these active deformations drive the overall dynamics of228
the cell shape, see Eqs.(1)–(3) in the Material and Method229
section and the Supplementary Information for the detailed230
phase field equations.231
Upon collision of a wave with the cell border, a protrusion232
is formed. In the excitable regime (high values of b = 0.2),233
protruding waves are eventually extinguished by their trailing234
refractory zone and the membrane relaxes back, see Movies S12235
and S13 (with p = 0.25 and p = 0.5, respectively). However,236
in the bistable regime (low values of b = 0.05), activated re-237
gions persistently drive the membrane forward and may induce238
pinch-off of a small daughter cell, see Movie S14. The different239
stages of this fission process are illustrated in Fig. 2F. Except240
for the long cytoplasmic strands that form under experimental241
conditions, the cytofission process in the model closely recov- 242
ers the experimental observations. In particular, the resulting 243
daughter cells consist of a single membrane-enclosed wave seg- 244
ment. With their persistent motion and their stable elongated 245
shape they closely resemble the fan-shaped cells observed in 246
the experiments, see Fig. 2G-I. 247
Daughter cells originating from wave-mediated cytofission 248
exhibit a well-controlled size. A closer analysis of the wave- 249
driven division process revealed several characteristic features 250
that frequently occurred, when basal waves collided with the 251
cell border. We repeatedly observed how broad wave fronts 252
that pushed the membrane forward became unstable and broke 253
up into several smaller wave fragments, see Fig. 3A and Movie 254
S15 for an example. While the smaller fragments shrank and 255
eventually disappeared, the larger ones continued to push the 256
membrane forward and often initiated cytofission events. A 257
similar breakup scenario was found in the bistable regime of 258
our model, see Fig. 3B and Movie S16. These observations 259
suggest that only wave segments of a characteristic interme- 260
diate size will drive successful cytofission events, so that the 261
daughter fragments will fall into a well-controlled range of 262
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Fig. 3. Instability of a wave front colliding with the cell
border (A) in experiments with giant DdB NF1 KO cells
expressing Lifeact-GFP and (B) in numerical simulations
(α= 1, b= 0.025, p= 0.25, u0= 1). Unsuccessful wave-
mediated cytofission (C) in a giant DdB NF1 KO cell ex-
pressing Lifeact-GFP and (D) in numerical simulations
(b=0.05,p=0.25). (E) Distribution of final sizes of daugh-
ter fragments from wave-mediated cytofission events (21
cells) compared to the maximal size of actin waves that did
not lead to successful fission events (20 cells). As a control,
we also show the size distributions of single fan-shaped DdB
NF1 KO cells (starvation-developed, 20 cells) and amoeboid
DdB NF1 KO cells (vegetative, 20 cells) that were not fused
before (median of the fan-shaped cells marked as dashed
blue line). (F) Distribution of final sizes of daughter frag-
ments in simulations with different values for parameters b
and p as indicated below each box plot. For the parameter
setting of b = 0.050 and p = 0.25, also the maximal sizes
of waves that did not lead to a successful fission were mea-
sured. For comparison, a reference cell size, given by a disc
of 12 µm in diameter (corresponding to a cross-sectional
area of 113 µm2), is indicated by a dashed blue line. All
scale bars represent 10 µm.
sizes. Wave segments that are too small will shrink and die,263
while large segments will undergo further breakup upon col-264
lision with the cell border. We have performed systematic265
simulations to determine how the wave width and an eventual266
breakup depends on the model parameters b and p, demon-267
strating that the width of waves decreases with increasing b268
and with decreasing p while breakup occurs towards lower269
values of b, depending on the lateral extend of the wave front,270
see SI Appendix, Fig. S7 for details.271
To substantiate the mechanism that leads to a lower size272
limit of the daughter fragments, we measured, in both experi-273
ments and simulations, the maximal area of waves that pushed274
the cell border forward but did not succeed to initiate cytofis-275
sion and eventually died, see Figs. 3C and D for examples. We276
compared these to the sizes of daughter cells that resulted from277
successful wave-mediated cytofission events, see Figs. 3E and F278
for the corresponding size distributions that were determined279
from the final fragments that did not divide any further. Even280
though the sizes of daughter fragments spread over a wider281
range, the experimental distribution (Fig. 3E) clearly shows a282
lower size limit corresponding to the size of fan-shaped control283
cells that emerge when single DdB NF1 KO cells are subject to284
starvation-induced development.∗ By comparison, waves that285
do not succeed to initiate cytofission display sizes that are,286
on average, significantly smaller than the smallest daughter287
fragments, confirming that a minimum wave size is required288
for wave-driven cytofission. Similarly, also the distributions289
∗Note that for the single, not fused control cells, the fan-shaped phenotype displays a larger cross-
sectional area as compared to the amoeboid phenotype (see Fig. 3E) because fan-shaped cells
are typically flatter and more spread-out on the substrate. This three-dimensional effect is not
incorporated into our model, which is intrinsically two-dimensional.
from numerical simulations in the bistable regime of our model 290
exhibit a clear separation of sizes for successful and unsuccess- 291
ful cytofission events, see Fig. 3F. We furthermore explored 292
how variations in the parameters b and p affect the fragment 293
size in our model. With increasing value of b, we found that 294
the average fragment size as well as the scatter in the range 295
of fragment sizes increases, while the initial value of p does 296
not have a strong influence, see Figs. 3F and SI Appendix, 297
Fig. S8. 298
Wave-mediated binary cytofission. To explore the conse- 299
quences of size control of the daughter cells, we systematically 300
changed the size of the mother cell in our numerical simula- 301
tions. Cells with a size between 1 and 2 times the size of a 302
single cell mostly displayed a single stable wave segment. Oc- 303
casional splittings of the wave resulted in more complex shape 304
deformations but typically, only one of the waves survived, so 305
that no cytofission was observed (Fig. 4A). With increasing cell 306
size, the breakup of waves occurred more regularly and often 307
resulted in the formation of two stable wave fragments, which 308
could tear the cell apart into two daughter cells of similar size, 309
see Fig. 4B. The probability of such a binary wave-mediated 310
fission increased with cell size and reached a success rate of 311
almost 100% within a simulation time of 16 min for cells with a 312
size of 5 times the size of a single cell, see Fig. 4A. This finding 313
was confirmed by simulating a growing artificial cell. Once the 314
cellular area exceeded a critical size of 4 to 5 times the size of 315
a single cell, wave-mediated cytofission repeatedly occurred, 316
so that on average a constant cell size was maintained, see 317
Fig. 4C and Movie S17 for an example and Fig. 4G for a 318
schematic illustration of wave-mediated binary cytofission in 319
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Fig. 4. Wave-mediated binary cytofission. (A) Probability of a cytofission event to happen within the first 16 min of a simulation depending on the cell size. The areas of
simulated cells are multiples of a reference cell size of 113 µm2, given by a disc of 12 µm in diameter. For each cell size 40 independent simulations with α=1, b=0.05, p=0.25,
and u0=1 were analyzed. Error bars represent the standard deviation and are calculated assuming a binomial distribution. (B) Simulation of a cell with an area of 339 µm2
and the same parameter values used in (A). The wave splits into two parts and leads to cytofission. (C) Size evolution of a growing cell over time in a numerical simulation
(corresponding to Movie S17). Once a critical size of about 4-5 times the size of a single cell is reached, the cell divides via wave-mediated fission into two cells of at least the
size of a single cell. The graph shows only the size of the larger daughter cells over 8 generations. (D) Analysis of the probability of wave-mediated cytofission within the first
16 min of observation for fused DdB NF1 KO cells of different sizes. Cells were categorized according to their area into 4 groups: <250 µm2 (10 cells), 250-500 µm2 (21
cells), 500-750 µm2 (5 cells) and 750-1000 µm2 (5 cells). (E) The actin wave in a fused DdB NF1 knockout cell with two nuclei expressing Lifeact-GFP and histone H2B-RFP
becomes unstable and splits into two independent waves that move in opposite directions and induce cytofission. (F) Histogram of the number of nuclei in 55 cytofission
fragments obtained from live cell imaging experiments with DdB NF1 knockout cells expressing Lifeact-GFP and histone H2B-RFP. (G) Schematic of wave-mediated binary
cytofission in a growing cell. Amin is the minimal cell area, Acrit the critical cell size where wave-mediated cytofission starts to occur. All scale bars represent 10 µm.
a growing cell.320
Similar binary divisions were also observed in experiments321
with mother cells that emerged from fusing only a few (2 to 5)322
DdB NF1 KO cells, see Fig. 4E for an example. The probability323
to observe a cytofission event within an observation time of324
16 min in the experiments increases with the cell size similar325
to the model prediction, see Fig. 4D. Based on a cell line that326
expresses a fluorescently tagged histone H2B as a marker of327
the cell nucleus, we also followed the distribution of nuclei328
among the daughter cells during wave-mediated cytofission and329
observed that each fragments contained at least one nucleus,330
see Figs. 4E and F and SI Appendix, Fig S9.331
Discussion332
Cell cycle-independent cell fission, mediated by cell-substrate333
traction forces, is a well-known process, which was described334
for the first time in fish keratocytes, where forces generated335
in the lamellipodium lead to pinch-off of cell fragments (27).336
Also oversized D. discoideum cells may undergo cell cycle-337
independent cytofission by forming multiple amoeboid leading338
edges that move in opposing directions and tear the cell apart339
in a process that was termed traction-mediated cytofission (2). 340
Later, a similar form of cytofission has also been observed in 341
mammalian cells (7). 342
In this article, we report an as yet unknown variant of cell 343
cycle-independent cytofission, where the division process is 344
driven by self-organized cortical actin waves. This division 345
scenario that we termed wave-mediated cytofission, is clearly 346
distinct from the traditional form of traction-mediated cytofis- 347
sion in D. discoideum. While both traction-mediated and 348
wave-mediated cytofission rely on traction forces between the 349
cell and the substrate, the cytoskeletal structures that control 350
and drive the fragmentation process are different. In the case 351
of traditional traction-mediated cytofission, fragmentation is 352
driven by localized pseudopodia that move in different direc- 353
tions and eventually pull the cell apart. In contrast, in the 354
case of wave-mediated cytofission, cortical actin waves that 355
travel across the substrate-attached bottom membrane col- 356
lide with the cell border and push the membrane forward to 357
form protrusions that eventually separate from the mother cell. 358
To further substantiate that the two fission scenarios rely on 359
different mechanisms, we demonstrated that wave-mediated 360
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cytofission, in contrast to traction-mediated cytofission, is361
sensitive to inhibition of PI3 kinases. Upon treatment with362
the PI3K inhibitor LY294002, cortical waves are suppressed363
and wave-mediated cytofission is no longer observed, whereas364
the traditional form of traction-mediated fission remains unaf-365
fected. This is in accordance with earlier studies, which showed366
that PIP3 is dispensable for pseudopod-based amoeboid motil-367
ity and clearly distinguishes both forms of cytofission on the368
biochemical level (28, 29).369
Moreover, the daughter cells that are born in a wave-370
mediated cytofission event exhibit the characteristic fan-371
shaped phenotype, as opposed to the amoeboid cells that372
emerge from traditional traction-mediated fission. We ob-373
served this division scenario in oversized D. discoideum cells374
that were generated by electric-pulse-induced fusion. The375
non-axenic DdB wild-type background used here offers a par-376
ticularly well-suited framework to study the impact of actin377
waves on cell-shape dynamics because a single knockout in the378
axeB gene that encodes the RasGAP NF1 induces abundant379
formation of waves that are absent in the wild-type (18). Re-380
cently, electro-fused axenic cells (AX2 background) that are381
also deficient in NF1, were used to study how cortical waves382
organize the formation of membrane protrusions. In partic-383
ular, it was found that different protrusive structures, such384
as pseudopodia, filopodia, or membrane ruffles, are controlled385
by common regulatory networks (16). Similarly, actin waves386
are involved in the directional guidance of D. discoideum cells387
across nanostructured surfaces (30). Here, we have demon-388
strated that the same cortical wave patterns can also drive389
cytofission into two daughter cells. Previously, it was shown390
that self-organized excitable wave patterns of Rho signalling391
and actin assembly play a role in cell cycle regulation of animal392
cells (31). Also oscillations in the Min system of Escherichia393
coli, that ensures accurate positioning of the division plane at394
the center of the rod-shaped cell body (32), rely on a wave-395
forming dynamical system that could even be reconstituted in396
vitro (33). However, in these cases self-organized waves assist397
in the regulation of conventional contractile ring-dependent398
cytokinesis, whereas in the case of wave-mediated cytofission399
reported here, actin waves are the key cytoskeletal structures400
that mechanically drive the division process in the absence of401
a contractile ring.402
We could successfully reproduce the main phenomenolog-403
ical features of wave-mediated cytofission based on a noisy404
excitable reaction-diffusion system embedded in a dynamic405
phase field. An additional mass control term was included, to406
take into account that wave dynamics is affected by the con-407
straints of an enclosed system (34). Our theoretical approach408
was inspired by a recently introduced model (35), which was409
developed to describe variability in a population of motile410
amoeboid cells but did not include the dynamics of intracellu-411
lar waves, similar to other earlier phase field models (36–39).412
Previous models that focused on intracellular wave patterns413
in D. discoideum relied on a detailed modular approach, for414
a review see (40) and references therein. Also wave forma-415
tion in the upstream signaling pathway (41–44) and at the416
level of actin polymerization (45) have been considered sep-417
arately. As opposed to these more detailed descriptions, our418
model does not aim at elucidating specific molecular mech-419
anisms. Instead, we designed a reduced model, based on a420
generic nonlinear wave generator, that highlights the minimal421
degree of complexity required to describe how cortical waves 422
drive the fission of adherent cells. Our model captures all 423
our observation very well, including the fan-shaped phenotype 424
of the daughter cells, their characteristic range of sizes, the 425
lateral instability of waves that collide with the cell border, 426
and unsuccessful fissions for wave segments below a critical 427
size. Moreover, our analysis demonstrates that wave dynam- 428
ics need to be appropriately balanced between bistable and 429
excitable regimes (reflected in the choice of model parameter 430
b) in order to reproduce the pinch-off behavior observed in 431
our experiments. Note that bistability was also identified as 432
a key element in describing the dynamics of circular dorsal 433
ruffles, actin-based ring-shaped precursors of macropinocytic 434
cups (46). We believe that a phenomenological modeling ap- 435
proach that identifies the minimal dynamical features needed 436
to recover the experimental observations will be particularly 437
beneficial for guiding future efforts to reconstitute primitive 438
cytofission scenarios in synthetic systems. 439
The daughter cells that emerged from wave-mediated fission 440
resembled fan-shaped cells that were first observed in knockout 441
cells deficient in the aggregation-related amiB gene (21). Re- 442
cently, it was shown that increased RasC or Rap1 activity, as 443
well as development at very low cell densities, can also induce 444
a switch to the fan-shaped phenotype (22, 23). After wave- 445
mediated cytofission, the ventral membrane of the emerging 446
fan-shaped cell is entirely filled with a wave segment that is 447
known to be rich in active Ras (47). This confirms the key 448
role of increased Ras activity for fan-shaped motility. We thus 449
conclude that the fan-shaped phenotype is generally associated 450
with a stable driving wave segment that covers the ventral cell 451
membrane.† This is in agreement with earlier conjectures (12) 452
and has also been suggested by recent modeling of transitions 453
between amoeboid and fan-shaped phenotypes (23). In our 454
model, the switch to a fan-shaped cell is encoded in the pa- 455
rameter p that sets the intracellular area fraction covered by 456
waves. Systematic numerical simulations revealed that, with 457
increasing p, the transition to a stable fan-shaped cell occurs 458
at values between p = 0.5 and 0.6, depending on the choice 459
of b, see SI Appendix, Fig. S10 for more details. Upon wave- 460
mediated cytofission, an increased p value inherently arises 461
for the newly created daughter cell because most of its area is 462
covered by the driving wave segment. 463
Furthermore, our experiments revealed that daughter 464
cells emerging from wave-mediated cytofission display a well- 465
controlled range of sizes. While the lower size limit is set by 466
the minimal wave size required to drive a cytofission event, 467
an upper limit is enforced by the breakup of larger waves 468
upon collision with the cell border. Our numerical simulations 469
revealed that the level of excitability, encoded in the model 470
parameter b, is an important determinant of the fission cell 471
size that increases with growing b, while the initial value of p 472
does not have a strong influence, see Figs. 3F and SI Appendix, 473
Fig. S8. However, the size of the daughter fragments is not 474
determined by the wave width, which decreases with increasing 475
b, but is rather related to the tendency of waves to break up, 476
which increases for lower b values (see SI Appendix, Fig. S7), 477
causing the daughter cells to become smaller on average. In 478
addition, the structural integrity of the microtubule cytoskele- 479
†Due to their elongated shape and their highly persistent motion, these cells have also been de-
scribed as “keratocyte-like.” However, in order to avoid confusion with actual keratocyte frag-
ments (27) that show a very different cytoskeletal organization, we will use the recently introduced
term “fan-shaped” to denote this wave-driven motility phenotype (22).
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ton associated with the individual nuclei is known to influence480
the nuclear distribution in oversized cells (48) and may thus481
also affect the sizes of daughter cells in the experiment.482
To date, we are not aware of any species, where wave-483
mediated cytofission occurs in the course of native proliferation.484
However, phylogenetic analyses suggest that the organizing485
components of the actin cytoskeleton, which are also involved486
in the formation of actin waves, have already been present in487
ancestors of eukaryotic cells, where they played an important488
role in eukaryogenesis (49–51). Thus, similar to traction-489
mediated cytofission that relies on amoeboid leading edges, we490
may speculate that wave-mediated cytofission is the remnant491
of an early form of cell division (52). Our observation that the492
large majority of fission fragments contain one nucleus supports493
this hypothesis. We furthermore expect that wave-mediated494
cytofission is not specific to D. discoideum but may occur also495
in other systems as actin waves are abundantly observed in a496
wide range of different cell types including neutrophils (53),497
fish keratocytes (54), fibroblasts (55), and neurons (56, 57),498
see also (58, 59) and references therein.499
With the advent of synthetic biology, primitive forms of500
cell division have attracted increasing attention as it remains501
a major challenge to endow synthetic cellular compartments502
with the capacity to grow and divide. A primitive form of503
cell division that relies on emergent actin waves, may serve as504
a promising blueprint of how to implement a self-organized505
proliferation strategy in artificial vesicles that are equipped506
with a minimal actin cortex. Here, this was highlighted by our507
observation that a critical cell size is required to induce wave-508
mediated cytofission. Consequently, a growing cell maintains a509
well-defined average size by undergoing a repeated sequence of510
wave-mediated fission events, see Fig. 4C, G, and Movie S17.511
By tuning between different regimes of wave dynamics, the512
rate of cell division can be enhanced or decreased. Moreover,513
the versatile character of actin waves would also allow to drive514
other cellular functions, such as intracellular transport and515
motility.516
Materials and Methods517
Cell strains, culture conditions and cell fusion. All experi-518
ments were performed with non-axenic D. discoideum strains.519
DdB wild-type and DdB NF1 KO cells were cultivated in520
Sörensen’s buffer supplemented with Klebsiella aerogenes,521
MgCl2 and CaCl2. Plasmids for reporter expression were522
cloned based on plasmids for extrachromosomal expression in523
non-axenic strains (60). To create oversized cells, 2-3 hours524
starved cells were fused via electric pulses as described be-525
fore (8, 9, 15). For detailed experimental procedures see SI526
Materials and Methods section.527
Mathematical methods. The computational model employed
for the description of the dynamics of giant D. discoideum
cells are based on two coupled reaction-diffusion equations:
∂(φu)
∂t




= φ ε(b u− v ) +∇ (φDv∇v) , [2]
where ξ is and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise and φ is a phase
field which takes the values 1 and 0 inside and outside the cell
respectively. The variable u is coupled to a dynamical equation

















We include into the equations a global control term that
accounts for the regulation of the total amount of u around a
constant level,







The stochastic partial differential equations have been inte- 528
grated with standard finite differences methods. For more 529
information about the model and specific parameter values 530
see the Supplementary Information. 531
Data Availability. All data are shown in this article or are 532
available as supplementary material. Plasmid constructs and 533
cell lines used in this study are available at dictybase.org. 534
Scripts for image processing used in this work will be provided 535
on demand by the corresponding author. 536
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